Introduction
Order statistics have applicability in many areas of science. If N students take a test and if each test score is modeled as an independent sample from a common "test score" distribution, then the minimum of the N scores has a distribution corresponding to the first order statistic, the maximum has a distribution corresponding to the largest order statistic, and in general the jth score from the lowest has a distribution of the jth order statistic of the set of N independent, identically distributed (i.i.
d.) random variables (r.v.'s). Or, consider a homogeneous
Poisson arrival process for which it is observed that N customers arrive to a bulk service queue over the pre-set interval [0, T] , where T is the time of bulk service. Throughout this paper we will focus the application of our results on queueing computations, although the recursive algorithms developed in Sec. 1 are of independent interest in any order statistics setting. The substance of the paper appears to lie at an intersection of the fields of statistics, operations research (particularly queueing) and computer science (particularly the design of algorithms).
Let X 1 , X 2 , .. ., XN(1) be an i.i.d. sequence of random variables with values in [0, 1] where the sequence length N(1) is an independent random integer. It is most natural to ask for a computationally efficient algorithm to calculate the probability of an order statistics vector lying in a given N-rectangle, i.e., to compute
rs_) = Pr(s I < X( 1 ) t, s 2 < X( 2 ) <t 2 , SN < X(N) < tN I N(1) = N)},
where s -(s 1 [1] , [5] .) Recently, in an application to queue inference [8] , an O(N 3 ) algorithm was developed to compute the conditional cumulative probability of the vector of order statistics, Pr(X(l) < tl,
X(2) < t2,... , X(N) -< tN I N(1)=N)
, for the case of each Xi uniform. This is a special case of our computation, with si) = 0) and with uniform r.v.'s. We note that the method of computing IT, t) by applying repeated differences to the cumulative distribution will require 2N evaluations of the cumulative [8] ; this is too slow for many applications. The algorithm presented here will efficiently calculate Eq. (1) for Xi having arbitrary cumulative distribution function (c.
d.f.) F(x). More generally, in this paper we develop two O(N 3 ) algorithms to compute F(s, t) where the Xi have a given c.d.f. F(x).
New applications are shown for deducing queue statistics from transactional data.
We extend the logic of the two general algorithms to develop a special 3 ) algorithm that computes the conditional probability that a queued customer waited less than r minutes in the FCFS (First Come, First Served) queue, given the observed departure times. To our knowledge, this is the first exact O(N 3 ) algorithm for inferring from service time data the distribution of queue wait in a FCFS queueing system.
"forward/backward 'kiss' (FBK)" O(N
The paper concludes with an extension to the computation of certain correlations of in-queue waiting times. The method utilizes an O(N 5 ) nested recursion to find the correlation coefficients of 0-1 indicator random variables that are equal to one only if the corresponding customers waited in queue less than r time units, given the departure time data. This methodology may have applications in assessing queue inference approximations for very congested systems in which exact solutions require a prohibitively long time; it may also be applicable in estimating the equivalent number n of independent samples of queue delay contained in a data set having N customers, n < N.
The Primary Recursive Algorithms
In this section we derive the (N 3 ) algorithms for finding , t 
which can be interpreted to be the probability that the event inequalities will be satisfied, given no random variables (hence no inequalities) in [0, 1].
We now give the forward recursive algorithm as Theorem 1. For k = 1, 2, ... , N, i = 1, 2,..., 2N, Wki can be computed using the following recursion:
Note: Eq.(4) essentially states that the conditional probability Wki can be written as the sum of conditional probabilities of up to k + 1 disjoint events, the jth event corresponding to the first k-j order statistics appropriately distributed over the inequality-constrained interval 
where we include all j satisfying v i < tk -j + 1 and j < k.
n As a verification of the recursion we obtain as expected at the first iteration (1) Always impossible events:
Sometimes impossible events: There is a comparable backward recursive algorithm that is used to compute Figure 1 for an example with N=4. In using Eq.(4) the first task is to decide which entries of the matrix W are zero, i.e., probabilities equaling zero due to impossible events. This determination is made from testing the inequality skZ , as shown in Exhibit 1. In the matrix, a "Y" ("N") implies that the test yields "yes" ("no") and thus the corresponding entry is 0 (positive). Note that all entries in the "southwest" implying that the desired probability is W3, 6 = 16/27.
Example 3: The Multinomial Distribution.
The algorithm of Th.1 can be applied to the derivation of several well known probability laws. For example consider F(x) and a vector T = (ri} as shown in Figure   2 , where we assume ri+1 > ri, i=1, 2, 3, .... Suppose we are interested in
where n {ni). The event whose probability we seek corresponds to a prespecified number of random variables falling into each of four disjoint intervals. If for i = 1,
, where r0 -0, then we recognize this problem as an example of the multinomial distribution with N! nI n 2 n 3 n 4 4 n!l njn 3 !n 4 !P1 P 2 P 3 P 4 ,' and ni= N.
The multinomial is also derived by applying Th. 1 as follows: Examining components of s, we find that sk = 0 for k = 1, ..., nl; sk = T1 for k = n 1 + 1, ·.., nl + n 2 ; Sk = r2 for k = n l + n 2 + 1, ..., n l + n 2 + n 3 ; and sk = T3 for k = n l + n 2 + n 3 + 1, ..., n 1 + n 2 + n 3 + n 4 = N. Hence we find the "southwest corner" elements of
The nonzero elements of W' are found by following a simple descending "staircase" through the matrix, starting at W12 and ending at WN, 5 . The summation inequality constraint is vi< tk-j+1, implying for the reduced matrix W' the summation inequality constraint vi < tk-j+1. For i = 2, we require v 2 = < tkj+l , implying that the summation index is allowed values over its full range, j = 1, ..., k;
using Eq.(4) with its "row 0" boundary condition this implies that for k = 1, ... , nl, k Wk 2 = F(r) . For i = 3, we require v 3 = tk-j+l , implying that for k = n 1 + 1,..., n + n 2 , the summation index varies between j = 1 and j = k -n 1 .
... , n + n 2 , we find using Eq. (4) W'
Following similar reasoning we find for k = n 1 + n 2 + 1 ,..., n I + n 2 + n 3 ,
Finally, again using Eq.(4) and noting allowed values for the summation index, we obtain the desired multinomial distribution, oA dy
For simplicity we assume that F(x) is strictly monotone nondecreasing continuous, thereby reducing to zero the probability of simultaneous customer arrivals.
Queue inferencing, despite its youth, is a field with a growing number of researchers and papers. In arguments advanced queue inferencing in a number of directions [7] ; among her results, she finds a stochastic dominance bound for queue inference approximations,
an O(N 3 ) algorithm for computing the conditional probability distribution of the waiting time of the jth customer to be delayed in queue (assuming FCFS queue discipline), and queue inferencing algorithms for complex situations in which for instance one knows that during a congestion period the queue did not exceed Lo in length or in which one knows during the congestion period the precise times at which the queue exceeds Lo in length. Following [7] and [8] , our approach is based on order statistics.
To date, the QIE and related queue inferencing algorithms have been implemented to monitor queues and to help schedule servers in post offices, airports and banks. Additional applications have included telecommunications systems and automatic teller machines.
In the following subsections we illustrate the variety of performance characteristics that can be computed simply using Th.1 (or equivalently Th.2). In the final two sections of the paper we expand the methodology to derive new computational algorithms focusing on (1) queue delay c.d.f. and (2) correlations of queue delays between customers in the same congestion period.
The Maximum Experienced Oueue Delay
Assume we have a FCFS queue. Suppose we consider a congestion period having N customers with observed departure time vector t, and we are interested in the maximum time that any of the N customers was delayed in queue, given t.
More precisely, we are interested in the c.d.f. of the maximum of N nonindependent r.v.'s, the in-queue waiting times of the N queued customers, given t.
Define D( I t) _ conditional probability that none of the N customers waited r or more time units, given the observed departure time data.
Set s = t -r, i.e., s i = maxt i -, 0} for all i = 1, 2,..., N. Then Flt -r, t) is the a priori probability that the observed departure time inequalities will be obeyed and that no arrival waits r or more time units in queue. Clearly,
D( I t) = tIt-r, t)/ 0O, t).
As an example, reconsider Example 2 with N=3, t=(1l /3, 2/3, 1), s=(l /6, 1/2, 5/6).
Here F(0, t) is the apriori probability that the Poisson arrivals, assumed in this case to be homogeneous, will obey the departure time inequalities: X(1) < 1/3, X( 2 ) < 2/3 and
. This is the same example worked out by Larson in [8], and our result F(O, t)
= 16/27 agrees with his result. For this example we see that s = t -1/6, and thus fLt -r, t) is the apriori probability that the arrivals will obey the departure time inequalities, and that no customer waits more than 1/6 time unit in queue. Hence D(r I = (1/36)/(16/27) = 3/64 = 0.046875 = conditional probability that none of the 3 customers waited in queue 1/6 or more time units, given the observed departure time data, t.
Maximum Queue Length
The derived methodology is also readily applied to examination of the maximum length of the queue during any congestion period for which departure time data are known. Without any assumption regarding queue discipline, suppose
where a non-positive subscript on t implies a value of zero. These values for s imply that each arriving customer i has to arrive after the departure time of departing customer i-K during the congestion period. Now we can compute the conditional probability that the queue length did not exceed K during the congestion period, given t:
P(Q <K I t) = Pr{queue length did not exceed K during the congestion period I observed departure time data) = s *K , t/)O, 9.
For the departure time data of Example 2 with N=3, t=(1/3, 2/3, 1), we compute P(Q <1 1It = 3/8, P(Q 2 1 t = 15/16 and P(Q _<3 t) = 1.0.
Probability Distribution of Queue Length
Following the same arguments as in [8] , we can utilize the O(N 3 )
computational algorithm to determine for any queue discipline the probability distribution of queue length at departure epochs, and by a balance of flow argument, this distribution is also the queue length distribution experienced by arriving customers.
The Cumulative Distribution of Queue Delay: An O(N 4 ) Algorithm
The new recursive algorithms allow exact computation of points on the conditional in-queue waiting time distribution, given the observed departure data.
To our knowledge, this computation was not feasible with any previous queue inference procedure.
Again assume we have a FCFS queue. Suppose we define ji (r I t) Pr{ jth customer to arrive during the congestion period waited less than r time units I observed departure time data},
Then if we set s = sj, defined so that
we can write fj ( I t) = F(s, )/1O,).
This result allows us to determine for any congestion period the probability that a random customer waited less than r time units, given the observed departure data. We simply compute Eq. (9) once for each value of j and average the results. Note that for each value of j the lower limit on X(j) in Eq.(10) is 0, not sj as in Eq.(2).
We have the standard boundary condition Zoi= 1, i = 1, 2, ..., 2N+1, and we note that
Since {zi} is a refinement of the appropriate {vi} sequence, by a similar argument to that of Thm. 1 the quantities Zki are computable in O(N 3 ) time using the forward recursion,
Note that there is no test for impossible events, comparing sk to v i , since in this recursion the left hand side of each interval is 0, not sk.
To obtain the required backward recursion we use the same definition of {zi} and define
i=1,2,...,2N,2N+1, k= 1,2,...,N.
Note that for each value of j the lower limit on X(j) in Eq. (12) 
Note that there is no constraint on the summation index, comparing z i this recursion the lower limit on X(j) is simply z i.
Upon completion of each of the two recursive algorithms, Eqs. (11) and (13), one has obtained the same final quantity, ZN,2N+1 = RN, 1 = rTO, ) = the apriori probability that the departure time inequalities are obeyed, which is the fundamental probability found in the original QIE paper [8] .
The Algorithm
Define the average probability that a customer is delayed in queue less than r time units, given the departure time data, as 
Proof.
It is sufficient to show that
But we can write
Recall that sj = max[O, tj -:] and that i(sj) is the index of the element of {z} equaling sj,
i.e., sj = zi(sj). By partitioning the arrivals into an early set and a late set, where the Ith ordered entry in the early set arrives before mint t l , Zi(sj) }, we can write
where the kth term on the RHS corresponds to j-k arrivals in the early set and N-j+k arrivals in the late set. But, recognizing that there are ( k)ways in which the N total arrivals may be partitioned into two subsets, we can write the generic kth term as the product of two conditional probabilities and lNk)
where X'(i ) } is a set of N-j+k order statistics over [0, 1], independent of the set
n Remark: We call the algorithm forward/backward "kiss" (FBK) because it uses forward recursion to obtain Zki, then backward recursion to obtain Rki, and the two algorithms "kiss" at the point sj = max[O, tji -r] = i(sj).
Illustrative Computational Results
To illustrate the use of Thm. 3 we first apply it to the continuing N=3 example that we have used throughout the paper. The results are shown in Exhibit 3 and are seen to be in agreement with the results found in Sec. 2.4 using the less efficient 
Extensions
The distributional results above can be extended in a number of ways. For instance, suppose one wishes to obtain estimates of points on the c.d.f. of queue wait, given that in addition to the usual transactional data we also know that the queue did not exceed K in length during the congestion period. In that case, one 
Correlations
The recursive methods above can be applied to finding correlations between waiting times of two specified customers during a congestion period. Such results may be useful in exploring the validity of various approximations to exact recursive algorithms or in estimating the equivalent sample size of independent observations of the queue, given the departure time data.
Using the notations of Sec. 3, we define
We use as a boundary condition We are now interested in the conditional joint probability that both arrival jl and arrival 2 during the same congestion period waited less than r time units, given the departure time data. For j2 > jl, define the unconditional joint probability 
With these quantities we can find for any customers i and j (i j) the correlation coefficient of X i and Xj,
As usual, the correlation coefficient may vary between -1 and +1, with a value of 0 indicating that the random variables are uncorrelated.
Continuing the N=3 example, the above computations are carried out in Exhibit 4. As we might expect intuitively, all three correlation coefficients are positive; this reflects the fact that a limited in-queue waiting time for one customer is statistically associated with a limited in-queue waiting time for other customers within the same congestion period. But, as we might expect, the degree of statistical association is strongest for adjacent customers (i.e., customers 1 and 2 or customers 2 and 3) and weakest for the pair of nonadjacent customers (customers 1 and 3).
Exhibit 5 displays the entire matrix of correlation coefficients for an N=15 customer congestion period with =-0.03333.
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